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Abstract Over the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in paper-digital systems
that allow regular paper documents to be augmented or integrated with digital information
and services. Although a wide variety of technical solutions and applications have been
proposed, they all rely on some means of specifying links from areas within paper pages to
digital services where these areas correspond to elements of the document’s artwork. Various
frameworks and tools are available to support the development of paper-digital applications,
but they tend to either require some programming skills or focus on specific application
domains. We present an advanced publishing solution that is based on an authoring rather
than programming approach to the production of interactive paper documents. Our solution is fully general and we describe how it uses concepts of templates and variable content
elements to reduce redundancies and increase the flexibility in developing paper-digital applications.
Keywords Multimedia authoring ⋅ Paper-digital systems ⋅ Interactive paper ⋅ Templates ⋅
Variable content ⋅ Cross-media publishing

1 Introduction
The availability of technologies such as Anoto’s Digital Pen and Paper technology1 has resulted in a tremendous growth in interest in various forms of interactive paper applications
that can integrate paper with digital services and information [30]. While the commercial
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sector as well as the research community have demonstrated how these technologies can
support a wide variety of applications and studied the potential benefits of managing information across the paper-digital divide, the development of the necessary cross-media
applications is more complicated and expensive than for purely digital applications.
A substantial amount of the additional effort required for developing interactive paper
applications stems from the fact that current tools are not well integrated with existing document workflow processes. Instead, the realisation of the supplementary interactive paper
functionality is often seen as an additional authoring step after the original document content has been created and the layout specified. This results in an unnecessary separation
between the design of the artwork and the definition of any augmenting digital information
and services.
This separation leads to an authoring process where different tools have to be used in
different stages of the development. Typically, this implies that the artwork of a paper document has to be finished before the active paper regions and the corresponding interaction
design can be defined. Later changes to the design and layout of an interactive paper document are not supported by most existing authoring tools and require a manual update of the
associated interaction design.
Our goal was to develop an integrated authoring and publishing solution based on existing document editing processes. The resulting authoring tool enables users to easily author
and edit interactive paper documents with links to a wide range of digital media and services. We discuss the requirements for the advanced authoring of interactive paper solutions
and highlight how the introduction of the template and variable content element concepts
leads to higher efficiency and flexibility in the interactive paper publishing process.
We start in Section 2 by describing existing toolkits and frameworks for the development
of interactive paper solutions. In Section 3, we give an overview of our interactive paper
authoring approach with a special focus on the new template and variable content element
concepts. Our advanced visual interactive paper authoring tool is presented in Section 4,
followed by a general discussion of our approach in Section 5. Concluding remarks are
given in Section 6.

2 Background
A number of studies emphasise the benefits of enhancing paper-based practices with the
aid of emerging digital technologies [24, 14, 15, 17]. New paper-digital solutions should respect the unique affordances of pen and paper for information capture while exploiting the
superiority of digital tools in terms of information handling and management. In this way,
natural forms of interaction are kept and minimal changes in current work practices are required. However, developing interactive paper applications does not always follow the same
principle of naturalness. The development process is often cumbersome, inflexible and inaccessible to users without specific programming knowledge. The complex development
process usually involves the authoring of the document content, the definition and implementation of digital services and interactions, as well as the association of paper documents
with digital services. Earlier approaches exploited the structure or content of the source
document and added interactive features at print time. For example, Books with Voices [12]
provided paper-based links to digital resources by tagging the printed description with barcodes whereas Origami [23] made use of the hyperlinks stored in HTML documents to
enable paper-based links to the linked documents based on the DigitalDesk [39].
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A more effective solution that can be used for the capture of handwritten information
and the realisation of paper-digital applications is Anoto’s Digital Pen and Paper technology.
Documents first have to be digitally authored before being printed with the Anoto pattern
which is read by the digital pen’s integrated infrared camera. The Anoto pattern consists of
tiny black dots which encode a position and are almost invisible for the human eye. The pen
calculates its position by decoding the recorded pattern as it is moved over the surface of the
pages of a paper document. The positional data is transmitted to a computer via Bluetooth
or a wired docking station to be processed in batch mode by Anoto software or third-party
forms automation solutions.
In order to provide better access to the Anoto technology and offer the corresponding
functionality for paper-based interactions, several frameworks have been introduced. The
Paper Augmented Digital Documents infrastructure (PADD) [9] developed at the University of Maryland as well as iJITinOffice [11] introduced by the Hitachi Central Research
Laboratory of Tokyo address the basic management of Anoto-based documents. To support
the development of standard Anoto applications with real-time interaction, researchers at
Stanford University developed PaperToolkit [42]. PaperToolkit is a Java framework based
on standard Anoto tools. It makes use of these components in order to create an augmented
version of a PDF document that can be printed and used to access interactive digital services in real-time through the digital pen. More recently, Livescribe2 introduced the new
Anoto-based Pulse and Echo digital pens. The major innovation introduced by Livescribe
is the possibility to deploy software on the pen and support stand-alone applications—socalled penlets—that run on the digital pen. The Letras framework [10] takes an alternative
approach towards the development of interactive paper applications. Applications are built
based on a distributed processing pipeline abstracting different stages of pen-based input
and associating them with different tasks.
These frameworks and tools have been successfully used over the last 10 years to explore digital pen and paper interactions and scenarios such as document editing [7], text
processing [37], scientific field and laboratory work [41, 34], collaborative annotations [33]
and gesture-based interactions with paper documents [26, 35, 13].
All the presented software frameworks enable the creation of paper-digital applications.
Anoto directly supports form-based approaches, PADD and iJITinOffice deal with the management of the documents and the assignment of the pen strokes to the corresponding pages,
PaperToolkit and Letras support real-time interaction and linking to digital services from paper regions, and Livescribe introduces stand-alone pen-only applications. Despite their similar intent, current approaches are fundamentally different in the way they address the implementation, deployment and management of the paper-digital applications. In the following,
we describe these approaches, outlining how they address the authoring of paper-digital applications and the implementation of the specific functionality. The process of creating a
paper-digital application can be separated into a programming phase, a design phase and an
authoring phase. Depending on the framework used, these three phases can be intertwined,
dominant or non-existent.
Anoto provides specific tools to help designers and developers build applications. Figure 1 illustrates the interplay of the different Anoto tools, highlighting how the development
of a form-based application requires the continuous and iterative interaction between designers and developers. The Anoto Forms Development Tool Kit (FDT) [2] allows graphical
designers and software developers to create Anoto-enabled forms (PDF documents) by using an Adobe Acrobat plug-in. During the design phase, one can add pidgets or user areas
2
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to the form layout. Pidgets are interactive page elements enabling the user to control specific
Anoto functionality. The pidget functionality is predefined as part of the software deployed
on a digital pen and cannot be changed. Examples of pidgets are buttons that will send the
captured input to a mobile phone or signal the end of the interaction. While pidgets are interpreted by the pen, the application logic bound to active paper areas is defined in a separate
Paper Application Definition (PAD) document. To offer a more flexible development process, Anoto released the Paper SDK and the PAD and Print Generation Module (PPGM) [3]
enabling software developers to access core Anoto functionality. Once an Anoto-enabled
document has been created, the Anoto SDK [1] can be used to implement the application
logic, while the Pen API [4] manages the pen strokes that have been collected from the pen
and stored in a dedicated Pen Generated Coordinates (PGC) file.
In order to develop a complete Anoto form-based application, the different Anoto tools
have to be used in combination. As shown in Figure 1, the prerequisite for developing an
application is a source PDF file (1). The development starts with the definition of the interactive fields via the FDT or by using the Paper SDK (2a). At the same time, developers
implement the application logic based on the libraries offered by the Pen API and the Anoto
SDK (2b). The PDF document is transformed into a PostScript file and augmented with the
Anoto dot pattern (3a). A new PAD file is generated (3b) and made available to the application by storing it in a local folder that can be accessed by the Pen API (4). The end user
interacts with the dotted paper (5) and the digital pen transmits the collected strokes via a
PGC file to the application (6). The application processes the PGC file with help of the Pen
API and the Anoto SDK (7) and stores the interpreted strokes in a repository or sends them
to an external application (8).
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Fig. 1 Anoto tools

The PaperToolkit makes direct use of Anoto tools such as the Anoto SDK and PenAPI to
support the management and binding of captured strokes to a range of digital services. It is
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based on paper-based events that are handled by event handlers associated with pre-defined
paper regions. The development of a new interactive paper application based on the PaperToolkit involves the programmatic definition, implementation and binding of active page
areas to these event handlers. In order to work with PaperToolkit, the Anoto pages have to be
previously registered within the framework by modifying the PAD file created through the
Anoto FDT and including it as a resource in the framework. In order to give more flexibility
to both developers and designers, PaperToolkit introduced the Paper UI Sketcher [40], a tool
that allows designers to sketch simple interfaces on paper sheets and define active regions
to which event handlers might be attached. These stroke-based interfaces are subsequently
transformed into code snippets that have to be further processed by the application developers in PaperToolkit.
Livescribe supports the development of dedicated penlet applications via the Platform
SDK3 , an Eclipse-based IDE that combines a number of specific SDKs. Similarly to PaperToolkit, it supports the development of event-based applications and the association of
events to specific areas of a document. The Penlet SDK enables J2ME applications to be developed on the desktop and deployed to the pen. The Paper Designer supports the definition
of specific active page areas that have to be defined on top of a static PostScript document
loaded into the tool. Active areas can be linked subsequently to specific handlers defined by
means of the Penlet SDK before the final deployment of the penlet to the Livescribe digital
pen.
The Letras framework introduces a more structured approach to paper-digital application development. At the driver stage, Letras handles the connectivity with different digital
pens and transforms raw input to pen-based strokes. The region processing stage deals with
the definition of active page areas whereas the semantic processing stage transforms the collected strokes into higher levels of abstractions such as text/drawing segmentation. Last but
not least, the application logic is defined at the application-level processing stage. Despite
this separation of stages, similarly to the PaperToolkit and Livescribe SDKs, Letras also processes pen-based input based on active paper regions and links them to particular services
or applications before deploying the software, making it hard to change any functionality
without having to recompile and redeploy the application.
Even though they clearly advanced the state of the art in supporting interactive paper
applications, a major drawback of the described development tools is that the design of the
interactive paper document and the interaction design are not well integrated. Documents
have to be finalised before exporting them to paginated documents which can then be augmented via the Anoto FDT or the Livescribe Paper Designer. If changes have to be made to
the original design after the active regions have been defined, the shapes representing these
active regions in the Anoto FDT, PaperToolkit, Livescribe Paper Designer or Letras have to
be updated manually since there is no direct association between the graphical document
elements and the corresponding application logic. Note that while PaperToolkit and Letras
support the development of applications with real-time interaction, the Anoto FDT does not.
Further, the Anoto Paper SDK, PaperToolkit and Letras all introduce some low-level functionality for application developers, but there is no high-level authoring functionality that
allows the designers to create an interactive paper document without programming effort.
Existing interactive paper authoring tools lack a separation between the authoring of
active areas and the implementation of the application logic. They follow a programming
approach for the development of applications, meaning that the interactions and specific active paper regions have to be implemented as part of the different applications and designers
3
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are forced to work in strict collaboration with developers to create a new application or even
change an existing application or interface.
The Livescribe Paper Designer and the PaperToolkit Paper UI Sketcher try to address
this issue, but the tools provided for authoring interactive areas are still bound to static documents or hard-linked to functionality that has been developed as part of specific applications
or penlets. Since the definition of active paper areas is further hard-coded in the application programs, changes in design require a recompilation. Moreover, in most of the existing
tools, the implementation of the application logic is mixed with the interaction design which
makes it difficult to reuse functionality across different applications. The pipeline approach
of Letras tries to avoid this mix of interaction design and application logic and looks promising in that sense. Finally, the use of the low-level Anoto or Livescribe SDK functionality
often makes the overall development process more vulnerable to errors than an approach at
a higher-level of abstraction.
An alternative approach addressing the shortcomings of existing solutions is our iPaper
framework that we describe in the next section. By introducing the concept of templates
and variable content elements, we were able to realise a flexible and fully integrated paperdigital authoring tool, supporting an authoring rather than programming approach towards
the development of paper-digital applications.

3 Interactive Paper Authoring
In contrast to most existing interactive paper development frameworks, our iPaper solution [21,25,38,36] is based on a data-centric approach with a clear separation of the application logic and the metadata defining active paper regions. The definition of active paper
elements is no longer part of the program code but managed by iServer [19], a general crossmedia link server in combination with the iPaper plug-in for interactive paper documents as
shown in the UML diagram in Figure 2. iServer and its underlying resource-selector-link
(RSL) metamodel [27] enable the definition of Links between arbitrary digital or physical
Entities. While a Resource is used to represent a particular media type, a Selector can
be applied to address parts of a resource. A selector always has to be associated with a single
Layer to define the order in the case of overlapping selectors and our system supports an
arbitrary number of layers. Furthermore, for each entity, there has to be exactly one User
who created the entity and can define its access rights. Please note that Figure 2 only shows
a simplified version of the RSL metamodel. Some of the components that are less relevant
in the context of this paper (e.g. user management and access rights) are described in more
detail in [27].
While the RSL model manages information in a media neutral format based on the
main concepts of resources, selectors and links, it can be extended for different types of
media. For instance, iPaper resources are represented by Pages, whereas the selectors are
arbitrary shapes such as rectangles, circles and polygons. In addition to single pages, iPaper
supports the concept of Documents consisting of multiple pages. Each page has a number
of active areas defined in terms of shapes within the page and links to Active Components.
An active component is a piece of program code that gets invoked when the related link
is activated by selecting the corresponding active page region with the digital pen [29].
The active component subsequently becomes the handler for the pen input data until it is
unloaded by the program logic.
A wide variety of interactive paper documents and applications have been developed
based on iPaper [20,37,22,32]. Figure 3 outlines the authored interactive handouts for a
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Fig. 2 iServer with iPaper plug-in

particular application called PaperPoint [28]. In the following, we use the PaperPoint application as an example to explain different steps of the authoring process. However, note that
the interactive paper authoring solution presented is fully general and not limited to specific
application domains. By having a modular system architecture with different device drivers
for two-dimensional tracking solutions, we are further not limited to the Anoto technology
for paper-digital interaction but can support other tracking mechanisms by simply implementing a new input device driver. In the case of PaperPoint, active components serve as a
bridge to Microsoft PowerPoint. The areas corresponding to the six slides on a handout page
are defined as capture areas, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 3, and any handwritten annotations on a printed slide are transferred in real-time into the digital slideshow. The
user can move to a specific slide by simply touching the slide thumbnail with the pen or by
selecting the Show button printed below each slide. Furthermore, at the top of each page,
there are active areas linked to actions such as changing the pen’s digital colour and moving
to the first, last, next or previous slide.
Developers can focus on the functionality to be handled by a single active component
resulting in a component-based architecture where specific functionality is encapsulated in
small modular units. In addition to application controls, we have developed a wide range of
general active components, including paper-based GUI widgets such as buttons, input fields
and slider components as well as active components without a particular relation to GUI
elements. Active components can be reused across different applications and the growing
library of available active components supports the rapid prototyping and authoring of new
interactive paper applications. Furthermore, non-programmers can develop interactive paper
applications by simply authoring active paper areas (arbitrary shapes) and linking them to
existing active components via the visual authoring tool presented later in Section 4. In
addition, each shape can be associated with an image to define a graphical page element.
The image that is linked with a particular graphical page element is going to be used as
the shape’s background when the document is printed. This brings advantages compared
to other approaches since it allows us to link the design of the page content and layout
with the corresponding interaction design in a more flexible manner. If, at any stage in the
development phase of an interactive paper application, the designer is going to rearrange
some graphical page elements, all relevant information about the position of the associated
active paper area (with its links to active components) is updated automatically.
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Fig. 3 Interactive PaperPoint handouts

Our iPaper platform supports different forms of automatic or manual link authoring but
the resulting metadata about active paper regions and the corresponding linked services is
always stored in an iServer/iPaper database. Print-n-Link [22] is an example of an application where paper links are generated automatically based on an analysis of arbitrary PDF
documents. However, for most applications, links need to be authored manually either by
editing an XML file or using our visual authoring tool. In applications such as PaperPoint,
where the number of pages and active areas can be large and designers want to experiment
with different layouts and functionality, this authoring process can be tedious and consist of
many repetitive steps. To simplify the authoring process, we therefore introduced the notions
of templates and variable content elements as described in the remainder of this section.

3.1 Templates
We introduced a template mechanism so that active paper elements that occur on multiple pages can be defined once and be applied several times rather than having to repeat
their definition on every single page. Our solution supports templates during the design of
the graphical and textual page content as well as during the related interaction design. By
adding templates to the RSL model, each resource can be associated with one or more template instances. For the iPaper plug-in, this implies that templates can be defined on the
document level as well as on the page level, since both of them are resource subclasses.
While the definitions on a document template are applied to every single document page, a
page template might be associated with individual pages within a document. In addition to
the extension of the RSL model, we also had to define the behaviour in the case that multiple
templates are associated with a single page. When a specific page of an iPaper document is
loaded, the system first checks whether there are any document-level templates and applies
them to the current page. In a second step, all associated page-level templates are processed
for the given page. Both document-level and page-level templates further make use of the
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layer concept and in the case of overlapping shapes, the layers define the precedence rules
necessary to resolve “conflicting” active page areas.
Note that our template approach not only simplifies the creation of the artwork, but also
supports the definition of active areas (shape) together with links to relevant digital services.
This implies that the application logic of active components that are linked from a template
has to be aware of the new template mechanism. To explain why we need template-aware
active components, let us have a closer look at one possible interaction with the PaperPoint
application. Each PaperPoint handout page shows six slides. If a user starts to draw with the
digital pen on one of these slides, the PowerPoint presentation immediately switches to that
slide and any paper-based annotations are mapped to the digital slide version in real-time.
In order to do that, each active component that is linked to one of the six slide selectors also
needs the corresponding slide number as a parameter. In a non-template-based PaperPoint
implementation, each handout page would have a new set of six slide shapes with links to
different active components with individual metadata such as the slide number. For example,
the active component that is linked to the upper left slide region on the first handout page
has a slide number parameter with value ‘1’, whereas the active component that is linked
to the upper left slide region on the second page has a value of ‘7’ for the slide number.
If, on the other hand, the six slide regions are defined in a document template, we can no
longer provide the slide number as a parameter of the active components. The six active
components that are linked from the PaperPoint document template will only provide their
relative positions, for example a number between ‘1’ and ‘6’, as their parameters. The newly
designed template-aware active component has to perform some additional computation to
get the required slide number. It first retrieves the current page number p, multiplies the
number of slides s on a single page with p−1 and finally adds its relative position to compute
the slide number. While a template can be used across multiple documents, we currently
mainly use them for reducing the redundancy within single documents. However, templates
that are going to be used across multiple documents might demand even more for different
user roles. The template designer is going to develop the document or page templates and
normally needs some basic programming skills whereas the end user of these templates only
has to provide some configuration parameters in order to make use of them.
Templates support the development of an interactive paper application in two different
ways. We can use them as initialisation templates when a new page is created. This means
that, at page construction time, the user can select a specific template and all the selectors
and links defined on the template will be copied to the new page. This approach may be used
if the page layout or content is not completely identical but a developer wants to start from
a common source defined by the template. Note that since all elements are copied from the
template, this use of templates does not help to avoid any redundancies.
In a second approach, templates are associated with a given document or a number of
pages and the elements that have been defined in the template are shown on every single
page that has been associated with the template. Unnecessary redundancy is avoided by no
longer copying the template metadata, such as the shapes of active page regions and their
associated links, to every single page. Templates can be defined on the document as well
as on the page level, which gives a developer the freedom to add templates to a selective
number of pages or to associate specific pages with multiple page templates.
When we developed the original PaperPoint version, the presented template mechanism
was not yet available and the shapes for buttons and slide regions had to be stored redundantly for each of the ten slide handout pages. A later template-aware PaperPoint version
makes use of a single document template that is automatically applied to all of the slide
handout pages. A first positive effect of the re-authoring based on the new template mech-
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anism is that the size of the iServer/iPaper database could be reduced by almost a factor of
the number of slide handout pages. Even if the database size was not a critical issue, the
introduction of the document template mechanism implied that less redundant information
has to be stored in the database which enhances the overall data management. The use of
templates further simplified the addition of new slide handout pages when we decided to increase the maximum number of PaperPoint slide handout pages to sixteen (e.g. a maximum
of 96 slides), since we only had to add some empty pages making use of the same document
template. Note that the decision to currently support up to sixteen slide handout pages is
mainly based on the fact that most presentations do not contain more than 96 slides and we
did not want to reserve too much of the Anoto pattern space. However, the maximal number
of slides could easily be extended if necessary.
Another advantage of the new template-based PaperPoint implementation is that it has
become much easier to change the design of the slide handouts such as the position of a
single button. By simply moving the picture of a button on the document template, its associated active region is updated in the database and all handout pages are automatically aware
of the template update without any further manual intervention. At some point, we wanted to
increase the maximal number pages by adding six handout pages. In an earlier non-templatebased version, this would have required us to copy and paste the shape information from an
existing page followed by a manual update of the active component parameters such as the
slide number parameter. However, in the new template-aware solution, we only had to add
six new pages to the document and no additional authoring was necessary at all since the
new pages immediately inherited the shape and link content from the existing document
template.

3.2 Variable Content Elements
The production of interactive paper documents often involves the authoring of pages that
are similar in their structure and layout, but different in terms of their content. An example
of these similar layout components for the example of PaperPoint is shown in Figure 3.
The different paper buttons to control the application are repeated on every handout page as
shown on the left-hand side of Figure 3. On the other hand, the content of the empty boxes
representing the slots for the resized slide thumbnails, might differ for every new printed
job. From a content publishing point of view, the repeating elements have to be seen as
static content which is defined at authoring time, whereas the content of the handout regions
to be added only at printing time can be referred to as variable content.
A major issue in personalised content publishing is the integration of static and variable
content at printing time. To solve this problem, one could use an approach based on the
overprinting of preprinted forms with variable data. Such an approach was actually used in
earlier versions of the PaperPoint application. However, this introduces a number of problems ranging from practical printer paper loading issues to calibration problems between
the preprinted and variable content. Furthermore, the printing of an interactive paper document requires an exact mapping between the shapes defined in the database and the printed
artwork and even a small displacement during the printing process can negatively affect the
paper-digital interactions.
A better approach is to automatically combine static and variable content elements at
print time. While the static content is usually defined and instantiated at authoring time,
variable content is defined at authoring time but instantiated only at printing time. As we
briefly introduced earlier, static content can be represented by shapes that are associated
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with the desired graphical content—such as the image representing the Next button in the
PaperPoint example—through the definition of shape properties. However, to support variable content, the iPaper data model has been slightly extended as highlighted in Figure 4.
The new VariableContent (VC) resource can be linked to a pre-defined shape and represents the variable information that is filled into the shape at printing time. The abstract
VariableContent class defines the overall structure of this resource which is based on two
main components: a ContentExtractor able to interact with different content resources at
their APIs and a process() method that knows how to process the resources fetched by the
extractors. The VariableContent class can be extended by concrete classes that instantiate specific ContentExtractor classes and implement the processing logic. Figure 4 shows
three examples of specific variable content implementations: a DocumentPageVC handling
content extracted from a document in a page by page manner, a PictureAlbumVC dealing
with content extraction from picture albums such as Picasa, Flickr and Facebook, and a
DatabaseVC retrieving content from a database. Thanks to its generality and extensibility,
the software infrastructure supports the definition of arbitrary variable content elements able
to process new content resources or combinations of different sources. Note that the layers
introduced earlier can be used to control the order of shapes in the case of overlapping active
regions. If static content has been linked to shapes on different layers, the ordering of the
layers defines the order of the graphical elements in the final artwork.
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In order to insert data into the placeholders defined by the authored shapes, the variable
content must be extracted from different sources. The ContentExtractor elements outlined
in the UML diagram shown in Figure 4 implement this functionality by means of an Abstract Factory design pattern. Every variable content element makes use of a specific content
extractor and delegates the content extraction to it. The extractor knows exactly how to deal
with a given source and delivers the necessary content to the variable content element. Each
instance of a content extractor contains some metadata about the resource to be accessed
such as the URI of a file or information on how to establish a connection to a specific database. The DocumentPageVC variable content element and the corresponding PageExtractor
are used in the PaperPoint application to render content extracted from a source PowerPoint
presentation by iterating over it page by page.
Since multiple shapes on a single page might link to variable content elements associated
with the same source, variable content elements can define specific parameters to drive the
extraction of the content and add it to the correct placeholder at print time. This enables
the designer to specify how data from the source should be fed into the variable content
placeholders. For example, in the case of the DocumentPageVC and the PictureAlbumVC, a
seqNr attribute has been defined by the designer to specify the order in which the source
pages have to be rendered within a single page of the artwork. Based on these additional
parameters, different variable content element layouts can be defined at authoring time.
Figure 5(a) shows an example of a specific layout, emphasising how designers can define
an arbitrary ordering of the variable content elements. In most cases, a more regular layout
is used and tools that automate the definition of the sequencing are required. Figure 5(b) and
Figure 5(c) show such a possible automatic approach for the definition of standard vertical
and horizontal slide ordering. Note that more complex ordering patterns might be defined
based on additional variable content elements and content extractors.
Having defined all necessary data for static and variable content elements at authoring
time, we have to assemble it in the final paginated document which is then augmented with
the Anoto pattern and sent to the printer. We use the Apache XML Graphics Commons Java
library [5] to create the PostScript file and then add the Anoto pattern in a subsequent step
by using our special Anoto Virtual Printer [21]. As shown in Figure 6, our publishing engine first fetches all the shape information from the iServer/iPaper databases. Depending on
the number of pages defined within the document, a new empty document is created (1).
Based on the static information associated with shapes, the publishing engine retrieves the
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required file or web resources and inserts it at the shape’s exact position (2). In a next step,
any variable content is retrieved and inserted into the document. In the case of PaperPoint,
the content source consists of a single PowerPoint document. Since PaperPoint defines variable content by using the DocumentPageVC, the publishing tool extracts the variable content
page by page from the PowerPoint document. The single slides are resized to the slide
shape’s dimension and added to the paginated document (3). After all the static and variable
content has been inserted into the document, the Anoto pattern is added (4). Finally, the
newly created interactive document is printed (5) and used to interact with the PaperPoint
application (6).

iPaper/iServer

Static Content

Variable Content

2

3

Publishing Engine
1

2

3

2

3

Postscript Generator
4
Anoto Virtual Printer
5

6

Fig. 6 Printing architecture
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4 Authoring Tool
The authoring of interactive paper applications should be possible for users with different backgrounds, including interaction designers and artists, and not just programmers. We
therefore developed a visual authoring tool based on the concepts presented in the previous
sections. The tool supports the complete interactive paper workflow, covering document design, the definition of interactive paper areas and their associated digital services, as well
as the printing of Anoto-enabled documents. Active page areas can be defined based on
a WYSIWYG approach in the form of various geometrical shapes superimposed on document pages. The active areas can be linked to a wide range of digital resources such as
videos or pictures, as well as to active components for further processing of the pen input.
The authoring of interactive paper documents is implemented as a plug-in for a more general
cross-media authoring tool [31] as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7 iServer authoring tool with iPaper plug-in

The authoring of an interactive paper document starts with the definition of a new document, which is done via the Document menu. The menu provides support also for the handling of existing interactive paper documents, such as opening an existing document, modifying some document properties, as well as printing an Anoto-enabled document version.
The upper left panel of Figure 7 shows all the pages of the currently edited document and
various features for managing single document pages are provided via this page panel. The
selection of a page via this panel results in the rendering of the page content in the central
panel.
The Templates tab, shown in the lower left panel of the plug-in window, lists the names
of all the templates defined in the database and highlights the ones that are applied to the
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currently selected page (in the Pages panel), including the document-level templates. A template can be added or removed at the page or document-level by right clicking the desired
template in the Templates tab and invoking the corresponding action from a drop-down
menu. The selection of an already associated template in the Templates tab results in showing its shapes superimposed on the current page view in the central panel, with the shapes
highlighted in accordance with their corresponding layers which have to be selected from
the Layers tab. When adding a template via the contextual menu, the template is implicitly
selected and its shapes are highlighted in the page view. In this way, users can quickly inspect a template’s structure and subsequently remove it from the same contextual menu in
the case that the template should not satisfy their needs. Finally, the complete set of shapes
that have been defined for the currently selected page—either on the page itself or via a
template—is shown in the the Shapes tab. Note that templates can be defined by the end
users but we might also introduce the role of a template designer who has detailed knowledge about the document structure. While templates are currently selected based on their
name, in the future the template selection process might be enhanced by a textual template
description or a visual preview of a template’s content.
If none of the existing templates suits a user’s design intentions, they can simply create a new template by switching to a template mode from the Templates tab and defining
its content in the central panel. Several buttons shown in the right-hand side toolbar enable
the insertion of various types of predefined active area shapes. Once a new shape has been
added, it can be moved around, resized, attached to different layers or, very importantly,
linked to other content such as active components. The Shape Details dialogue window
presents a shape’s attributes, all being configurable except for the creator who is fixed and
defaults to the editing user. Further, shape-based active areas can be marked as variable content as shown in the lower part of the dialogue. Information about existing variable content
resources is fetched from the underlying database and the available options are presented to
the user. Depending on the type of variable content chosen, additional parameters have to
be specified. For example, in the case of our PaperPoint application, users have to specify
a source PowerPoint document identifier and the sequence information. To create a link, a
similar dialogue presents a list of available resources which become the link’s target when
selected.
The tool also provides support for adding predefined artwork on a document page. Imported artwork snippets define implicitly active page areas, which can be further linked to
active components or other resources. A designated button on the toolbar is used to bring
up a dialogue window showing all artwork snippets already attached to the current document and additional images can be imported and automatically inserted into the document’s
resource collection. The URI of an inserted image is saved along with the shape implicitly
created based on the imported content. The URIs are used at printing time when rendering
the interactive paper document. Creating active areas based on this approach has the benefit
that modifying the artwork and the corresponding active area is done simultaneously. If an
artwork element is used for design purposes only, then the author has nothing to do and
no resource link is created. The buttons mentioned in the case of our PaperPoint example
application, which are shown in the upper part of the page currently loaded in the authoring
tool in Figure 7, are active page areas created based on such an authoring approach.
While a regular shape may be edited via its visual representation in the main panel without any constraints, the modification of a template-based shape results in different alternative
operations. As soon as a user attempts to modify a shape that is part of a template, a dialogue
window prompts the user to switch to the template mode. Furthermore, if the template has
been either applied at document level or used for other pages than the currently edited page,
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the user is informed that changes will affect other pages that are associated with the template
and they are asked whether that is their intention. If a user only wants to modify the current
page, there are two possibilities. They can either create a new template based on the previously applied one, or the template can be unwrapped and its shapes rearranged as standalone
active areas that are no longer associated with a template. The first option corresponds to a
kind of copy-on-work with a clone of the original template being created for the user to work
on. In the case that the starting template was previously applied at the document level and
the user’s intention is to change the structure of a single page, the starting template will have
to be removed from the document level and reapplied to each page except for the modified
one. Please note that a clone of the template is created every time that the user attempts to
modify a template associated with other documents than the one currently being edited.

5 Discussion
The concepts of templates (sometimes referred to as pagemasters) and variable content elements are well known in both document engineering and web engineering. They are supported not only in existing word processors, but also in web development tools and Web 2.0
platforms supporting personalised websites. However, they have not yet been applied to
interactive paper development processes.
We note that word processors and web-based systems that support some form of template mechanism tend to give limited control to the users over the ordering of graphical
elements within the template when it comes to the final rendering step. Often the content
on template pages is just overlaid by any specific content on the page level. Our layering
concept for shapes, which is also available within templates, enables the designer to define
the exact ordering of elements within a template by assigning them to the corresponding layers. Our iPaper template mechanism also reduces redundancy in the definition of repeating
resources.
Most existing tools for the authoring of interactive paper applications tend to be monolithic in nature and this severely limits their flexibility in terms of support for rapid prototyping as well as extensibility and reusability. By developing tools, such as the one presented in
this paper, that support the entire workflow in an integrated manner based on a documentdriven approach, it should be possible for non-programmers to not only design interactive
paper documents but also develop entire paper-digital applications through an authoring process. Templates and variable content elements, together with an extensive library of active
components, provide the building blocks for the authoring process.
Our approach is not only document-driven but also data-centric. This means that in
contrast to most of the existing frameworks and tools presented in Section 2, all features of
a document including the definition of active areas and their relationship to both the artwork
and digital services are defined explicitly as data based on the RSL data model. This makes
it easy to dynamically update arbitrary document features at any time.
As we have seen previously, creating an interactive paper application often requires the
interplay of different actors. A graphical designer usually creates the paper interface by
defining the content and the appearance of the document. After that, the interaction designer
normally defines the interactive behaviour that should be supported by the paper-digital
interface. Finally, an application developer develops the code necessary to execute specific
commands or interactions on the computer. Our solution fully supports this interplay of
roles by decoupling the design of the interface, the definition of the active areas, the binding
to the digital functionality and the development of the active components. In this way, the
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various team members can focus on their own tasks. By using the visual authoring tool
described in Section 4, changes in the document layout are automatically propagated and
updated through the whole interactive paper design path and there is no need to build the
applications anew.
In the last few years, similar problems have been addressed in the document engineering
community. With the advent of high quality digital printing, new technologies addressed the
increasing need for personalised printing [18] by introducing new forms of handling variable information that is assembled at print time. This approach combines the production
of static elements through standard authoring tools with dynamic content-based retrieval
of variable information coming from a range of different sources, such as content management systems, databases and web pages. Such a personalised printing workflow is currently
implemented for the large-scale publishing and mass customisation of documents and it is
known as Variable Data Printing (VDP). Novel approaches in this domain support a more
segmented workflow, where multiple designers can use different tools to author the artwork
and combine them at a later stage. For example, Anvil [8] proposes such a segmented workflow, supported by the use of the specialised standard XML exchange format PPML4 . A
similar segmented workflow occurred during the development of the publishing engine for
our interactive paper documents. Unlike Anvil, we wanted to support any tool used by the designer, without having to create plug-ins or add-ons for these tools. In our case, the variable
part of the document is represented by means of the stand-alone variable content elements
which are created within the authoring tool and instantiated at print time. One key point is
that our variable content elements might be complex—it is up to the developer to implement
new variable content elements—and combine content coming from different sources in a
similar way to that done by Document Description Framework (DDF) documents [16].
The presented solution addresses the issues related to the handling of variable content
for interactive paper applications based on a relatively small number of printed copies. On
the other hand, existing VDP systems mainly focus on the efficient and fast publishing of
hundreds or thousands copies of documents containing variable content. In order to speed up
the printing process, different solutions have been proposed, including the one used by the
Component Object Graphic (COG) extractor for VDP [6]. In this case, static content that is
repeated on several pages might be extracted from different types of paginated documents.
For documents with highly redundant content, this approach might effectively reduce the
amount of data to be processed by the printer, resulting in a faster printing process. Even if
the variable content mechanism increases the flexibility of our infrastructure, any resources
defined within a document will be instantiated for every page at print time, which again
increases the amount of data to be processed by the printer. To solve this problem, we could
extend our Anoto-based publishing engine to support the COG approach on PostScript documents for static, repeating content.
Even though the large-scale publishing of interactive paper documents is not yet a major
application domain, we see a lot of potential for introducing interactive paper documents
into existing publishing channels such as for education and news. The approach described
in this paper represents a necessary step in this direction and could open up a range of
new opportunities for paper-digital systems in different domains. However, we can imagine
that as soon as interactive paper technologies become more widely adopted, it might also
make sense to support the mass production of interactive paper documents. For this reason,
standards such as PPML or PPML-T5 should be taken into consideration. Due to the data4
5

Personalized Print Markup Language 2.2 (PPML), http://www.podi.org
Personalized Print Markup Language: Templating 1.0 (PPML-T), http://www.podi.org
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driven nature of our solution and the introduction of the template mechanism, supporting
such formats would definitely make sense in the further development of our authoring and
publishing infrastructure.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a novel approach for supporting the development of paper-digital systems and highlighted the advantages of an authoring rather than programming approach for
developing interactive paper documents and applications. We have shown how templates
and variable content simplify the authoring process and introduce some interesting issues
not present in current digital publishing systems. Last but not least, we have provided an
overview of a visual authoring tool that can be used to design, assemble and re-assemble
applications and described how this supports a clear separation of roles at authoring time.
While the active component developer is in charge of implementing the application logic,
the graphical template designer defines pieces of artwork which can later be reused at the
page or document level. In a similar way, the developer of the interaction templates defines
active page areas together with the corresponding linked services. Last but not least, the
end user of our paper-digital authoring tool can define their own active page areas and link
them to existing active components or reuse some of the graphical and interaction design
templates.
The presented advanced visual authoring tool for paper-digital systems simplifies the
development and maintenance of digital pen and paper-based applications. While the presented solution has been used to realise some of our more recent paper-digital applications,
in the future we plan to do a more detailed evaluation of the innovative functionally offered
by our paper-digital authoring tool. Thereby, we will also investigate the gain in flexibility by using an authoring rather than programming approach when developing paper-digital
systems. The presented solution has to be seen as a first important step towards advanced
interactive paper publishing solutions and some of the introduced features might be adapted
by other paper-digital authoring systems.
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